
Create New Possibility in a Rapidly Changing World 

The world in which we live our professional and personal 
lives doesn’t look, feel or operate like yesterday’s. The 
methods of predicting, planning and executing are not 
broken, just simply incomplete.

Studio/E’s 90-day Expedition Program will equip you  
with the proven practices of Exploratory Leadership and 
connect you within a diversely-experienced cohort to help 
you confidently explore the unknown, launch new ideas 
and navigate ambiguity to produce better outcomes. 

TO APPLY EMAIL MEMBERSHIP@YOURSTUDIOE.COM
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Exploratory Leadership 
is about building the 

mindset for being open, 
being curious, being 
comfortable with not 

knowing. It’s a process 
and it comes to you as 

you’re on the path. 

- Christine Moore, 
 CHRO Allina Health

“
Explore. Launch. Navigate.



Influential leaders of all kinds (e.g. business executives, non-profit leaders, 
artists, entrepreneurs, civic leaders, educators, medical professionals, 
and professionals navigating into new territories) have joined Expedition. 
These leaders have brought the practices of Exploratory Leadership into 
their lives, back to their teams and created more possibility for themselves 
and those around them. 

If you are looking to develop an additional and necessary way to lead, 
to connect with like-minded leaders, and create clarity, confidence and 
motivation as you navigate forward, we’re here to get you into action. 

Four days of professionally guided sessions with your cohort to learn and 
apply seven proven Exploratory practices to ideas that are relevant to you. 
Our Exploratory practices and outcomes include:

EXPLORE - Your Why
·   Purpose to create energy and resilience

LAUNCH - How to Be
·   Mindset to develop stories that change your outcome
·   Exploratory Learning Community to expand possibility

NAVIGATE - What to Do
·   Packaged Idea MVPs to produce clarity
·   Proven Exploratory Questions to focus your action
·   Declared Action to create momentum
·   Reflection to generate compound learning 

In addition to the guided sessions, you will be placed in a curated  
Mastermind group for deeper connection and to keep you energized  
and accountable to your goals throughout the program. 

Expedition 39 Guided Session dates:
May 16 | June 20 | July 18 | August 15
10:00 AM - 12:15 PM CST; 1:45 PM - 4:00 PM CST each day

Learn and apply complementary and necessary leadership practices, 
create a new supportive community of unique and diversely experienced 
leaders, and build confidence and motivation to produce better outcomes 
where there are no instructions. 

$3,250

ORGANIZATIONS WITH LEADERS WHO HAVE ADOPTED EXPLORATORY LEADERSHIP INCLUDE

Ongoing Value to You

Program Overview

Who Should Attend

Program Investment
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